The long-trace model predicts the fraction of dead block frames at a random time t,which is exactly the number of block frames that will miss on their first ref-
erence after time t.However, a simulation using a short trace sample may only reference a small fraction of the block frames. Temporal locality suggests that the first unknown reference is more likely to hit than the last unknown reference. Thus, block frames referenced during a short sample are more likely to be live than an "average" block frame. Therefore, the fraction of' dead block frames referenced during a short sample beginning at time t is less than the fraction dead at time t. To correct for this effect, we need to predict the probability that a block frame is dead at time t given that it is referenced in the trace.
We do this by applying Bayes' Rule[Wolf89] to our alternating renewal process. Consider a trace sample containing IV references beginning at some random ti lne t. Let X; be the event that an arbitrary block frame i is dead at time t.Let Yi be the event that block f'rwnc i is referenced in the interval [t, t + N), i.e., is refcrcncrd within the sample. If we assume that the Xi and Yi are mutually independent and P{X~} = P {Xi} and P{fi} = P{Yj} for all i and j, then the probability that an unknown reference will miss is simply the conditional probability of Xi given Yi:
Using Bayes' Rule, we can express this as: miss ratio that is independent of the steady-state miss ratio.
In the key result of this paper, we showed that for samples that reference every block frame, the miss ratio of unknown references is simply that fraction of time a block frame is dead, 
